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▶ linkage and wholeness (cane, purple, the sun)

encounter
He sees the Gardens purple, as if he were way off. And a spot is in the
purple. The spot comes furiously towards him. Face of the black man.
It leers. It smiles sweetly like a child’s….
“I came back to tell you, to shake your hand, and tell you that you are
wrong. That something beautiful is going to happen.”
(“Bona and Paul,” 152)

encounter
He sees the Gardens purple, as if he were way off. And a spot is in the
purple. The spot comes furiously towards him. Face of the black man.
It leers. It smiles sweetly like a child’s….
“I came back to tell you, to shake your hand, and tell you that you are
wrong. That something beautiful is going to happen.”
(“Bona and Paul,” 152)
“All the while the Gardens were purple like a bed of roses would be
at dusk. I came back to tell you, brother, that white faces are petals
of roses. That dark faces are petals of dusk. That I am going out and
gather petals.” (153)

the words of black folk: Toomer

Come, brother, come. Lets lift it;
Come now, hewit! roll away!
Shackles fall upon the Judgment Day
But lets not wait for it. (“Cotton Song,” 15)

the words of black folk: Toomer

Come, brother, come. Lets lift it;
Come now, hewit! roll away!
Shackles fall upon the Judgment Day
But lets not wait for it. (“Cotton Song,” 15)
“I saw a man arise, an he was big an black an powerful—”
Some one yells, “Preach it, preacher, preach it!”
“—but his head was caught up in th clouds. An while he was agazin at
the heavens, heart ﬁlled up with th Lord, some little white-ant biddies
came an tied his feet to chains.” (“Esther,” 38)

the uses of language varieties

The accepted grammar (and by this I mean the kind that is taught in
schools) may be a means to this end. In which case, the artist uses it.
On the other hand, the accepted grammatical construction may prove
to be an obstacle. Whereupon, the artist shelves it. In this case, the
only legitimate criticism of him would be in answer to the question,
does the result justify his freedom?… Conrad and [Anatole] France
are masters after their fashion. And so are James Joyce and Waldo
Frank. Literature is large enough to contain the contrasts. Readers of
literature?
Letter to Mary Burrill, n.d. [1922/1923], in Whalan, Letters of Jean
Toomer, 109.

Wedges rust in soggy wood . . . Split it! In two! Again! Shred it! . . .
the sun. Wedges are brilliant in the sun; ribbons of wet wood dry and
blow away. Black reddish blood. Pouring for crude-boned soft-skinned
life, who set you ﬂowing? (“Seventh Street,” 71)

blockage: Washington

I started to hum a folk-tune. She slipped her hand in mine. Pillowed her
head as best she could upon my arm. Kissed the hand that was holding
and listened, or so I thought, to what I had to say. I traced my development from the early days up to the present time, the phase in which
I could understand her. I described her own nature and temperament.
Told how they needed a larger life for their expression. How incapable
Washington was of understanding that need…. I talked, beautifully I
thought, about an art that would be born, an art that would open the
way for women the likes of her. I asked her to hope, and build up an
inner life against the coming of that day. I recited some of my own
things to her…. Then I looked at Avey. Her heavy eyes were closed.
(“Avey,” 86–87)

blockage: Georgia
Kabnis wants to hear the story of Mame Lamkins. He does not want
to hear it. It can be no worse than the shouting. (“Kabnis,” 178)
The method by which Mrs. Mary Turner was put to death was so revolting and the details are so horrible that it is with reluctance that the
account is given…
Walter F. White, “The Work of a Mob: An Investigation by Walter F.
White, Assistant Secretary, National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, in Brooks and Lowndes Counties, Georgia,” Crisis
16, no. 5 (September 1918): 222. Modernist Journals Project.

blockage: Georgia
Kabnis wants to hear the story of Mame Lamkins. He does not want
to hear it. It can be no worse than the shouting. (“Kabnis,” 178)
The method by which Mrs. Mary Turner was put to death was so revolting and the details are so horrible that it is with reluctance that the
account is given…
Walter F. White, “The Work of a Mob: An Investigation by Walter F.
White, Assistant Secretary, National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, in Brooks and Lowndes Counties, Georgia,” Crisis
16, no. 5 (September 1918): 222. Modernist Journals Project.
Then they remember the words, and begin to shift them about in sentences. (180)
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H E high cost of living is rising as a frightful
ogre to disturb the dreams of the gentlemen
who were mouthing sweet phrases last year
about the blessings they were going to bring to
mankind. A large fart of the man power and
industrial resources of some ol the leading nations
had 'been devoted from two to five years' to producing means of killing and destruction. The production of necessities was curtailed, rationing of
foodstuffs became the rule, and all efforts were
devoted to war. The capitalist order is now faced
with soaring prices and profiteering, strikes and
unrest, that are quite out of tune with the song of
the governments last year.
The railroad brotherhoods' representatives tell
the President that an "upheaval" is nearer in this
country than ever before, and for the moment this
situation occupies the headlines of the dailies.
H jover may he recalled to take charge of the situation. A grave Senator sees red and asserts that
profiteering is "productive of Bolshevism and
Anarchism/* State officials of Ohio and Michigan
propose an alliance to deal with the specter. The
state and City authorities of Maryland proj>ose to
co-operate in dealing with it. The Nebraska Legislature petitions Congress to do something, The
state authorities of New York begin negotiations
for purchasing foodstuffs of upstate stores, A
Congressman introduces a resolution urging the
Attorney General to stop speculation and gambling
on the Stock Exchanges. Hoover meets with the
Supreme Economic Council in Paris to discuss the
situation for Europe. France finaMv fixes the
prices of food and drink. The Canadian Government becomes "alarmed" because of the unrest
growing out of high prices.
Pay day is arriving for the capitalist order. The
era of gouging, swindling and exploitation is at
last thrust upon the attention of well-fed officials
after several years of this plundering. Men, women
and children nave been the victims of these looters.
The |joveniment was reluctant to place its large
luppiies on the market for fear of disturbing prices,
thus giving more consolation to the packer ghouls.
Not until the officials of the railway brotherhoods
went to the President and predicted that "there will
be hell in this country" if the swindlers were not
checked was there any vital interest shown in the
matter.
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A Curse a Blessing, • Blessing

o

NE of the peculiar contradictions of a civilization dominated by capital is that it inverts
values. It often transforms a blessing into
a curse and a curse into a blessing. The San Francisco earthquake and the flood in the Ohio Valley,
which some years ago destroyed many lives and
wiped out many millions of values, were welcomed
by many people. The world war in the same way
was welcomed, because of its destructive powers..
Those who view . h e * d i s a ^ s are norma.'peop.e.'
reacting upon an abnormal world which they do
not understand. These calamities which under normal conditions would be viewed Ml • c u r s e sure
accepted as. blessings' in disguise.
The reason for this is that the production of
which limits Its suggestions to the
worn-out method of "constitutional
wealth under the dominance of capitalist proprietors
rights for the Negro," who seem to
is not carried on with regard to the welfare of
believe that there n lies the sole sol*
human beihgs. Wealth is produced for private
vent of racial antagonisms. # Quite
*
naturally, believing aa they do'in the
gain, not for the use or welfare of mankind. Capiadequacy of our governmental maDebs1 Daily Message
talists live to own; workers live to work. When
chinery, and certain as they are of
industry is stagnant, and a few million workers are I
the essential goodness of all Americans, they deplore the Negro's fightMIL quite recently the average trade
unemployed, these curses appear as a blessing. 1
;
ing
psychology, contending with. IrThey "provide work," and the workers live to work,
unionist was opposed tj having politics
refrangible logic that "two wrongs
not to ..enjoy. During a period of general unemploy-'
never make a right"
mentioned in the meet ig of his union.
intent a cyclone that wiped out a dozen cities would
Aa to the ex tens on of constituappear as a godsend. Wealth would be destroyed
The reason for this is self-evider t. Workingmen
tional rights—it Should be apparent
and there would' ba the necessity of replacing it.
that under thia very constitution the
have not until now keenly felt !he necessity for
country has come to this crisis. To
. J ^ l f f ISfttSL
^ t J i r S S r That ha"!e ! T h i s m c a n * *"*&*»*
M- » f t c r being replaced
independent working-class politic al action. They
destroyed .s «^.««j
second ™A
and .a »third
this
fit s worn-out coat on the Negro will
aware of the suffering of the masses. 1 hey have j itit wwas
„ Am^r^Li
w , i \ ;time,
J L *%J.
not alter the essential character of
known that wages have not kept pace with the ril- curse would be a doubled and trebled blessing.
have been divided between the two capitalist parthings. Race riots are prevalent in
Take a situation the reverse of this. Industry
ing cost of living, that each general rise has been
Chicago, where Negroes enjoy poties,
and
the
very
suggestion
that
the
union
was
to
may
be
operated
at
a
feverish
pace
for
a
number
of
accompanied by a further rise of prices. The limft
litical privilege. In affect, the conbe used in the interest of the one or the other was
of endurance has almost been reached, and it re- years and fabulous wealth produced by the toil of
stitution gives no more. The soluquired this threat of the workers
to make blind millions. Because it isn't produced for use. but for
tion, then, must lie deeper than mere
in itself sufficient to sow the seed i >f disruption. So
and indifferent office h o l d e r \ " n ^ a " f t J * ; f J 7 ' ? gairi, the markets become overstocked.
ndustrv
suffrage.
situation. That they are giving some attent:oti to ^ ^
^ ^
• |ywd> M
-(
—
f
it isn't strange that the averag * trade unionist
As to deploring the new spirit and
ft sow T ^ g J ^ ^ J * 1 < >g"j r f t n d ^ S C workers are thrown out o F w o r k , and distress
attitude of the Negro there 1s much
guarded cure fully against the introduction of
I>
to be said. Not a few who condemn
T T °* of
, r T ^now.
T ^ ?For
! f fthe
s nmoment
£ £ ^consideration
j ? ! ^ ; j ^n o u^s e s ° w r «»"**» ot" households. Yet wareeration
political questions in his union. But within the
the Negro's "fight" would be themare stored with billions of goods. Granaries
of a p e a « treaty that divides the world into regions
selves the first to fight under like
past two or three years there have been such
of exploitation "and investment is shunted into the are burstiug with grain. Merchants" shelves are
circumstances. Their quarrel is not
background until the slaves of American capitalism groaning with heaps of necessities. Colossal
changes that workingmen have b-en compelled to
with fight, per a s (a war with Mexabundance exists on all sides, yet what under norire soothed and their resentment appeased.
ico would meet with their hearty
take notice of the fact that the abor question is
approval), but with the Negro (or
Some relief may be afforded to the millions of mal and sane conditions would be a thing for rejoicing
becomes
a
curse.
Abundance
is
transformed
j
any
other worker), who displays an
essentially a political question, and that, if they
the robbed, but so long as ownership of the sources
' active unwillingness to submit to in?f supply and manufacture of foodstuffs and neces- into want ior millions by the craziest system of
would protect themselves agains the greed and
j justicea Such a Negro is difficult
sities is vested in capitalist owners no complete production that the world has ever known.
In
the
first
illustration,
scarcity
produced
by
some
to
exploit.
rapacity
of
the
capitalist
class,
they
must
develop
solution of this swindling will be found. The crime
But over against those whose rhelies in the idiocy of permitting a tiny minority of physical calamity, as an earthquake or a flood, betheir political power* as well a* their economic
t toric covers their intention are inthe populaton to own the sources of supply and comes abundance. In the second one, abundance,
' di vidua la who, in ail sincerity, bepower, and use both in their own interest/*
manufacture for their personal enrichment. The due to enormous productivity,' becomes'scarcity. A
lieve physical resistance or aggresill-paid labor of millions heaps up vast quantities curse becomes a blessing and a blessing becomes a
sion, as a means' to an end. a disof necessities which are taken by the owners, who. curse. It is as though some sorcerer were at work
r^ta
credited institution. And, on the
in turn, prey upon the necessities of the masses. weaving his spells, transforming fruit into ashes
whole, they are in the right. But
this one conditioning factor should
The owners "have the power to gouge and swindle, and ashes into fruit. It is the most striking and
be noted. In this instance the choice
and they exercise the power. Private property in absurd contradiction of all the contradictions that
of means—the prerogative—is not
the means of production and distribution is revealed are inherent in the capitalist system of production.
with the Negro. If a man would
Of courre, the explanation lies in the form of
as a curse.
shoot you. and there be no one to
The long protests of the working class are being production itself. The worker receives a. wage for
prevent him. you must shoot first.
hetrd, but the profiteering that gives rise to it will producing commodities. He produces more values
Life permits of nothing less In subnever cease until the great plants of industry are m a working day than the value represented by his
stance, just this condition prevailed
owned and controlled by the laboring masses and wa|je. A surplus accumulates in the hands of "each
iu Washington. Not only did the
a Socialist democracy deposes the capitalist kings capitalist employer. The workers are unable to
civil authorities offer little or no propurchase the accumulating commodities, and the
of modern society.
tection, but in all too numerous cases
By J E A N T O O M E R .
capitalist cannot consume them himself. If a
•
• '• #»'~.""-"."'"
were themselves
the
aasailants
Those, then, who would aid in the
calamity wipes out some of trie surplus or destroys
The cent ml tact emerging from I nation, ao oluble In acclamation of present crisis would do well to focus
some of the plants in which it is produced, this dis- the recent, series of race riots is not | the demo* atic ideal, ao reticent in attention and action upon those funri"
aster is transformed into the blessing of work. But so much that the Negro has devel- applring « ^at it professes, to either damental and determining causes
have irresistibly drawn the
this rarelv occurs, and the surplus accumulates oped an essen tally new psychology. extend to the Negro <snd other! which
Nfgro toto his present position, To
until an* industrial crisis throws millions out of
workers) t le essent als of a demo- do this brings one adjacent to the
thought and action of the labor
. The Negro haa always been conspic cratic con nr.onwealth or else exist movement.
_ N the gallery of reactionary saints Mr. Samuel work.
The workers are in need of the abundance that u o u s f o r h i " aggressiveness when at from day to day never knowing In the literature of the Socialist
Gompers leads in the press and political circles.
in this country there is to
exists during the crisis. They do not produce more rayed against a foreign enemy when a ela h may occur, in the light movement
he found a rational explanation of
He is showered with affectionate tokens of than they need; they produce more than they can What i-> Significant is that the Ne- of which he Washington riot will JJJ,
caures of race hatred, and. in
nd n*le. Clearly, then.' the light of these, a definite solution,
esteem by bankers, politicians, capitalists and the buy. They produce more than the capitalist him- gro, for the first t me in American diminish
hiator*'.
has
directed
his
"fight''
this
is
no
'tote
for
appeal.
Thia
to
striking
at
the
very
root
of
the evil
whole brood of junkerdom. The Times is one of self can use and more than he can sell. Industrial
proposed. It is generally estabagainst the Iniquities of the white
t m e f© academic discission and is
lished that the causes of race prejuhis devoted admirers, never missing an oppor- paralysis sets in, and masses of workers drag out a man in the United States. It is. of • no
presidents meditation. Thia ia ee- dice may primarily be found in the
tunity to slop over in its fulsome praises of the miserable existence, until the owners of surplus course. obvious that this fighting sentially a time for action,
economic structure that compels one
to competg against another,
spirit received a decided stimulus in J Amongst those who would offer a worker
great "labor leader." Mr. Gompers has participated commooities find a market for it elsewhere.
that furthermore renders tt adThe umtradcition cannot be abolished until pro- the form of the world war. tt ia i fitting so Hon there is a motley and
vantageous for the exploiting classes
in a rump organization of an International Trades
duction of values by wage labor for sale by capi- likawiae clear that the manifeat die- group ao d <»p in the pit of prejudice, to inculcate, foster, and aggravate
Union Congress, and has been scolding the Ger- talists is succeeded by production for use and enjoy- inclination of civil authorities to and with • s o n ao circumscribed by that competition. If thia be true.
man delegates for their support of the German ment by associated labor owning and mastering the protect Negro life went far to erys- the walls f their confinement, that * t h € n u *oikmn that the nucleus of
lies community
to the substii racial differ- race
imperialists in the war. Should those favoring tools of industry. Wealth should be produced for talize a long smouldering resent- they woui
tutionco-operation
of a socialised
for
a
competitive
one.
To
me.
It
appears
meat.
Yet
the
outstand
ng
feature
encct
by
the
very
acts
intervention in Mexico in behalf of oil and mineral enjoyment, not lor sale. It win be when no private remains. not that the Negro will
which in- mediately caused them. that nothing less than just such an
readjustment
will ever
investors succeed in their plans, we are likely to see owners control the tools of industry. With private fight, but that he will fight against They wouli hare the fist of the white economic
bring concord to the two races; for,
man educa c the brain of the black. aa Ions as there are governing classes
Mr. Gompers supporting the same kmd of a war gams cut off, purchasing power will balance pro- the American white.
ductive power in a Socialist commonwealth. AbundAs long as the Negro was here And when common, every#sy Amer- and aa long as these classes fee! tt
in this country.
their gam to keep the masse* In
ance then will be a bfossmg and scarcity a curse, passive the true solution of the race ican bruti mess proved to no avail, to
eopstant conflict, just so long will a
The Times observes with reference to this con- as they should be.
problem could wait. The South lynch ng-b as
and
burning-fetita controlled press and educational sysgress that "Socialism is not international. It is
""•
..»«..•..,„,, — - .
burned and lynched, and the North would be ubatituted. Thus would tem incite aad promote race hatred
German." In the first place, this gatherin* is not
aidei.1 by Its silence. But IWB;. with they hold t D t o t s t eyes of the world Where there is advantage to be secured by racial ante monisms, heaven
a Socialist congress, If it was, Mr. Gompers
"President orders high living cost reduced-*" the Negro openly resolved and pre- the sahstai - effects of depravity. As aad
hell will be invoked to that purwouldn't be there. He is mote at home with gath- Hope he has more luck in having his ord ?rs obeyed pared to resist attacks upon his per- those to U s class are their own and pose. Demagogues may storm and
advise saints may plead bat America will
erings lite* the Civic Federation and banquets of than he had at the Peace Conference, [*he pi ut o- son and privilege*, the coad 'tkm aa- only eous <!Uors.
remain a grotesque
storm-center,
sumee a graver aspect. Immediate
politicians, l a the second place, it isn't German, crats in the United States probably will be as obe- steps
tarn by passion aad hatred. unUI
toward co-operattve relations
raocratic pretensions are re*
as the German delegates are a minority. With dtent as the imperialists in Europe.
are imperative.. It now confronts the
•f
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these two exceptions, the two statements contain
the usual measure of truth which the Times is
accustomed to carry.
But "Socialism is German,**
the Times. If
this were true, it would give the ruling classes of
the world little worry. It could be easily confined
to its habitat. Socialism is the shadow that haunts
capitalism wherever it appears. No matter what
the race, the language, the color or the historic
background may be in any country, when capitalism
appears, its child. Socialism, appears, also. Neither
French, British, Japanese, Chinese nor American
culture hat been able to erect, any barriers against 1
its spread Despite its alleged German origin, it
finds ready lodgment in capitalist countries, no matter how diverse in other respects they may be.
If it bore a particular national cast, as the Times
assumes, this ready adaptation of it to these countries would be impossible. It is just because it is
international that it becomes rooted in and a part
of capitalism wherever labor power is bought and
sold and worked up with other commodities for
sale, tt has, not appeared in Turkey and Persia
because capitalism has scarcely made its appearance in these countries. But dominant Germanism
penet rated Turkey as Briton ism did Persia. Capitalist countries, by their imperialism transform the
backv/atd countries, lay the basis for capitalism,
and thus prepare the way for us.
Capitalism isn't German. It isn't British, French
or American. It is international. It Knows no flag
but exploitation; it has one allegiance—exploitive
gains. Socialism isn't German, British, French or
American. It is international. It knows no flag
but human solidarity; it has one allegiance—
humanity the world over.
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It is very wrong of them
To defend themselves.
s e e
They should hot
•

•

Have guns or ammunition.
• • e
We cannot understand
•

•

•

What thsy are fighting for.
•

•

•

There are no rich men
• • i
Or private properties.
•

|

•

We are very anxious
• s I
To come to a compromise,
• • e
But they must give way
•

.•

•
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His ideas,
s e e
But he should not
• s e
Havs put them into practise.
e

a

a

It wag all this
s e e
Turning ths money changers
•
mm
Out of the Temple.
They were such picturesque figures,
Aad the sound of
Was so delicious.
• • e about Briveu
And was horrid
He ruined
the poor old gentleaea
property.
s e e
He tried to undermine
s e e
The sacredness of the home,
s e e
And denied his mother aad h*
brethren.
e s s

It Is a very sad ead
s e e
(It hurts me more than it asm
you)
e s s
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At this moment, however,
• • s
Jesus was appearing
• e• ae
In
place
place.
To another
His ler
disciples
—Milese to London Katfs*.
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Progress Comes From "Below."

On every pgtnt ; ^ '
(I will talk to you if you promise not
Democracy Is another thing wts*
some people expected to come est
to kick.)
of the war. No do bt they are Watsa p e
eyed with astonishment because •
The Bolsheviks are no better
is nowhere in eight.
• •
•
The fact is that democracy—«r H
ward progress of any ktod-i
Than a tot of savages;
doe« corns from the class thai V09
•
• •
•
controls ths various countries
In fact, they are worse.
side of Russia and Hungary. .
« • •
Democracy comes from ths
For -savages cannot defend them- called lower classes. Social
selves.
of every kind comes from
called lower classes.
• •
•
The so-called upper
We are not at war with Russia.
live off the so-called lower
• •
•
are always conservative. T)
If an English soldier
social conditions to remain
• . • *
sre. They want to retain
er over the people, by fcteeptof. |
Is shot by a Bolshevik
people dependent upon theat
• • s
chance to earn s living. :h»m
Thaw m
It is not war;
c course. Individual exeepuons.
• • •*
In the French revolution. tr
heaval cams from the then .Wmm
It is sn accident,
class,
which afterward became ssUB)
« e e
dominant clsss.
Like being hit back
In the Russisn revolution.
• •
•
workers—urban and mal—eSS
the overturn. They threw eft,
By Big Game.
wealthy
conservative
• * •
No one tores free thought and trm manently let us hope.
In our country, every gc
speech
that Is psssed by Congress
• e •
State Legislature le first
men snd women of the
More than w» do,
herd." It Is urged by the
• e •
But they should not be put into prac- or the unionlrta or some
other thsn the beneficiaries
tice.
as they are.
• •
•
Progress simply does not
It never pays,
from "shove/* It ts not haadj
to the people by beneficent
s e e
itstists.
And the Grand Dukes
Op thm contrary, It Is
• •
•
ed out of them by
Were so picturesque.
." It ts reluctantly
• •
•
We said, two years
We have killed Lentoe aad Trotsky democracy would not come
war unless the common
• * •
slsted upon it. They did not
Time after time
and it did not come out.
• e •
They can. however, still
whenever they insist upoa
<It**We
hurtsalways
me more
aaldthen it hurts you), will
have to ooi
•• •• a• '
-•bove,"
But they keep on reappearing.

That the young
man
• •
•

e • e
After the Crucifixion.
' s e e
The Pharisees were talking about
• • e
This happy event,
• • e
Thomas M. Tryniski
309 South 4th Street
Fulton New York
13069
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•

We did not much mind

e

Ths Bolsheviks ire irreligious
• • e
And have persecuted
e • e
The profiteers.
Though ws all laow
e e »
That God
s e e
Helps those who help themselves.
• • them.
i
We are 'learning"
* • •
Ws are not fighting
the Bolshevlka,
(2t hurts us more
than
it hurts you.)
• •
•

•

Would do himself no good.

• • •

We sre helping them

A few days

Untitled Document

. i

The Governess of Europe
We are not at war with Russia.

To help themselves,
s e e
We may help ourselves, too.

Demagogues may storm and saints may plead, but America will remain
a grotesque storm-center, torn by passion and hatred, until our democratic pretensions are replaced by a socialized reality.
Jean Toomer, “Reﬂections on the Race Riots,” New York Call, August 2,
1919. fultonhistory.com.

Lewis: An artist in your way, arent you, Halsey?
Halsey: Reckon I am, Lewis. Give me th work and fair pay an aint askin
nothin better. Went over-seas an saw France; an I come back. Been up
North; an I come back. Went t school; but there aint no books whats
got th feel t them of them there tools. Nassur. An I’m atellin y. (200)

Zora Neale Hurston
1891 b. Alabama
1919 Howard University
1924 ﬁrst publication
1925 Barnard; studies anthro. under Boas
1925 appears in New Negro
1926 Fire!! (w/ Hughes and Thurman)
1927 folkore research in Florida
1931 “Hoodoo in America,” J. Am. Folklore
1931 theatre and concert work
1934 Jonah’s Gourd Vine
1935 Mules and Men (folk stories)
1937 Their Eyes
(written in Haiti on a Guggenheim)
1942 Dust Tracks on a Road (memoir)
1950– increasing poverty and obscurity
1960 d. Florida
1975– revival

Renaissance

We younger Negro artists who create now intend to express our individual dark-skinned selves without fear or shame. If white people are
pleased we are glad. If they are not, it doesn’t matter. We know we are
beautiful. And ugly too. The tom-tom cries and the tom-tom laughs.
If colored people are pleased we are glad. If they are not, their displeasure doesn’t matter either. We build our temples for tomorrow,
strong as we know how, and we stand on top of the mountain, free
within ourselves.
Langston Hughes, “The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain,” The
Nation, June 23, 1926: 694.

writing back

The answer lies in what we may call THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
UNNATURAL HISTORY. This is an intangible built on folk belief. It is
assumed that all non-Anglo-Saxons are uncomplicated stereotypes….
They are lay ﬁgures mounted in the museum where all may take them
in at a glance. They are made of bent wires without insides at all. So
how could anybody write a book about the non-existent?
Hurston, “What White Publishers Won’t Print” (1950), in Folk Tales,
Memoirs, and Other Writings, ed. Cheryl A. Wall (New York: Library of
America, 1995), 951–52.

The American Negro exhibit is a group of two. Both of these mechanical toys are built so that their feet eternally shufﬂe, and their eyes pop
and roll. Shufﬂing feet and those popping, rolling eyes denote the Negro, and no characterization is genuine without this monotony. One is
seated on a stump picking away on his banjo and singing and laughing.
The other is a most amoral character before a share-cropper’s shack
mumbling about injustice. Doing this makes him out to be a Negro
“intellectual.” It is as simple as all that. (“White Publishers,” 952)

I am not tragically colored. There is no great sorrow dammed up in my
soul, nor lurking behind my eyes…. No, I do not weep at the world—I
am too busy sharpening my oyster knife.
Hurston, “How It Feels To Be Colored Me” (1928), in Folk Tales, 827.

the words of black folk: Hurston

“What she doin coming back here in dem overhalls? Can’t she ﬁnd
no dress to put on?—Where’s dat blue satin dress she left here in?—
Where all dat money her husband took and died and left her?—What
dat ole forty year ole ’oman doin’ wid her hair swingin’ down her back
lak some young gal?—Where she left dat young lad of a boy she went off
here wid?—Thought she was going to marry?—Where he left her?—
What he done wid all her money?—Betcha he off wid some gal so young
she ain’t even got no hairs—why she don’t stay in her class?—” (2; qtd.
by B.B.)

whose speech?

“Nanny…got de land and everything and then Mis’ Washburn helped
out uh whole heap wid things.”
Pheoby’s hungry listening helped Janie to tell her story….
It was a spring afternoon in West Florida. Janie had spent most of
the day under a blossoming pear tree in the back-yard….It stirred her
tremendously. How? Why? It was like a ﬂute song forgotten in another
existence and remembered again. What? How? Why? This singing she
heard that had nothing to do with ears. (10)

discussion

They sat there in the fresh young darkness close together….
Time makes everything old so the kissing, young darkness became a
monstropolous old thing while Janie talked. (7; qtd. by JK
On this last page of the ﬁrst chapter, what is the relation between the
narrative idiom and the characters’ idioms? Compare your commonplace entries to think about whether this relation is uniform across the
novel.

language and power

“Mouth-Almighty is still sittin’ in de same place.” (5)

language and power

“Mouth-Almighty is still sittin’ in de same place.” (5)
“Folkses, de sun is goin’ down. De Sun-maker brings it up in de mornin’,
and de Sun-maker sends it tuh bed at night. Us poor weak humans can’t
do nothin’ tuh hurry it up nor to slow it down. All we can do, if we
want any light after de settin’ or befo’ de resin’, is tuh make some light
ourselves. So dat’s how come lamps was made.” (45)

language makes language

Davis chanted a traditional-prayer poem with his own variations….
Mrs. Bogle’s alto burst out in:
We’ll walk in de light, de beautiful light
Come where the dew drops of mercy shine bright
Shine all around us by day and by night
Jesus, the light of the world

They, all of them, all of the people took it up and sung it over and over
until it was wrung dry, and no further innovations of tone and tempo
were conceivable. (45–46)

participant-observer?

But sometimes Sam Watson and Lige Moss forced a belly laugh out of
Joe himself with their eternal arguments. It never ended because there
was no end to reach. It was a contest in hyperbole and carried on for
no other reason. (63)

participant-observer?

But sometimes Sam Watson and Lige Moss forced a belly laugh out of
Joe himself with their eternal arguments. It never ended because there
was no end to reach. It was a contest in hyperbole and carried on for
no other reason. (63)

next

▶ Hurston, 1–128.

